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Decision re: Boston Pneumatics Inc.; by Robert P. Keller, Deputy
Comptroller Geueral.

Issue Area: Federal Procurement of Goods and Services (1900!.
Contact: Office of the General Counsel: Procureueit Law 1.
Budget Function: National Defense: Department of Defense -

Procurement & Contracts (058).
Organization Concerned; Department of the Army: Army Troop

Support Command; Southweut Truck Body Co.
Authority: B-184t03 (1976). B-184804 (1976). B-184865 (1976).

B-185339 (1976) . B-166779 (1976). B-159582 (1966). B-186395
(1977). B-185000 (1976). B-186133 (1977). B-187849 (1977)1
54 Coop. Gen. 66. A.S.P.U. 1-903(a)(iii),

Protester objected to the award of a contract to
another bidder on the grounds that the bid invitation was
restrictive of competition and that the other company was given
an unfair advantage and was nonresponsible. The protest was
denied because a contractor may enjoy competitive advantage by
virtue of incumbency. Affirmative determination of
responsibility is largely within the discretion of the procuring
agency. (QMJ
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io MATrER OF: Boston Pne trica, Inc.

1. If not result of prefersnce or unfair action by
Governwnt, contractor may eujoy competitive
adventage by virtue of incumbency.

2. GAO declines to establish rule that evaluatic.n
*$ctors for testing over particular amount are
;ur se unreritonable. Instead, GAO will ezaiiae
evaluation factor to determine reasonableness
to tosting needs of Governmene. Testing ccasts
of $66,000 not shown ;i be umreasonable.

3. ASPB I 1-1903(a)(iii) controls both first article
testing and initial production testing.

4. Bidder's preference to work from uapleor "queen
bee".provides no-legal basis for overturning
agency'o deteriniation that specifications and
drawings are adequste for procarement without
t, *since determination of Government's requirsements

and drafting specifications to meet requirements
are responsibility of procuring agency.

5. Dcision to grant waivnr of initial production
testing is matter of dmainistrative discretion Lo
which GAO will not object in absence of clcar
showing of arbitrary or capricious conduct on part
of procuring officials.

6. Provision in rFB allowing wai'ver of initial pro-
duction testing if bidder previously produced

-, essentially identical item contains no require-
ment for prior testing. Agency determination to
w ive testingl on basis of prior production is
therefore app'ropriate.
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7. Since detatuination of contractor' repo asibility
iL matter largely within discretion of procuring
officials, affirmative datermination of reuponui-
bility will not be rrvievad in absence of allega-
tion'of fraue or that definitive responmibility
criteria are not being zaplie.

Boston Pneumutics, Inc. (BPI), protests the award to Southwest
Truck Body Company (Southwest) for the production of 181 tool trailers
under invitation for bids (IFB) DAAK01-77-B-5094 issued by the Arty
Troop Support Command (TROSCON).

BPI bases its protest on the .allowing contentions;

(1) The lFB in restrictive of competition by allboing
a $66,ObO waiver of initial production testing
where Southwest (the previous contractor under a
similar contract) is the only contractor that
could qualify.

(2) The absence of any provision in the IF! that the
Government furnish a sample or "queen bee" gavc
Southwest an unfair advantage as the prsrrious
producer.

(3) Bouthwaat cannot qualify for tht waiver because the
current IFB is for a product substantially different
from its previous product.

(4) Auard to Southwest is improper because Southwest
is not a responsible contractor.

BPI's first two arguments concern the restrictive effect of the
IFB. But we have frequently held that:

"* * * certain firm. may entoy a competitive advantage
by virtue of their incumbercy or their own particular
circumstances. * * * We know of no requirement for
equalizing competition by taking into consideration
these types of advantages, nor do we know of any possi-
ble way in which such equalization could be effected.
* * * Rather, the test to be applied is whether the
competitive advantage enjoyed by a particular firm would
be the result of a preference or unfair action by the
Government."
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R-114403, J-168U04, 5-184805, January 19, 1976,
and caseo cited therein; tield Maintenance Services

Corporation, 3-185339, May 28, 1976, 76I1 QPD 350; Price Watnrhouse
& Co., J-186779, Noveaber 15, 1976, 76-2 (TD 412.

BPI urgea thit the waiver is a reault of a preference or unfair
action by the Government. BPI refers to 'the amount of the waiver
&fforded Southwest as being the prime indicator of favoritinm and
unfuiineas. RPferring to our deciidon cited by TRDSCOG (B-159'92,
September 7, 1966) in which we upheld a $6,500 evaluation factor, BPI
stresses the great difference between $6,500 &,nd $66,000. We decline
to establish any rule that evaluation factors for testing over any
particular amount are per *e unreaaonabln. Instead, we will exmidne
the evaluation factor to determine whether it bears a easonable za-
lation to the testing needs of the Governuent.

.BPI argues that the $66,000 cost for testing is not an adcurate
raizection of the Government's testing requirements and that It ia
really a such lower figufo than $66,000. Am it. first argument, BPI
coearas the $66,000 with'the total contract cost of approximately
$250,000 for a contract BPI had for producing 28 similar trailers
in 1965. BPI shows that, at the rate of $66,000 for two trailers,
the five trailers that it submitted for testing in 1965 would now
cost $165,000 or 66 percent of the 1965 total cont-Act price. How-
ever, aside from failing to take into'conslderation-tafiation over
the last 12 years, that does not establish that the $66,000 testing
costs are unreasonable for the umount of testing required.

Whilethe Government wasi to conduct the initial production tes.-
ing, for which it would addithe $66,000 to the bid. of those who did
not qualify for a waiver, frisst article testing was to be conducted
by the contractor. BPI *llgies that the first article j,tests are
exactly the same as the initial production teats and cbmpares its
bid price of $24,040 and Southwestu'e of $15,000 fori equivalent test-
ing to the Governmeat's price of $6d,000. The bidders, howevez, ~ee
in a competitiva environmaet which jrdvidea an incenii'76 to miniuize
c6ts and thus may have _ieen willing to absorb some of the first
article testing coats to obtain an award. Therefore, we do uot
beiieve it is a fair comparison. However, if it were, we note that
BPI's argument is based in part on the reaibnablenmsa of its $24,040
amount 'or first article testing. If the:$24,040 were substituted
for the Goverument's $66,000 evaluationhfactoT that would still
leave Southwest as tha low bidder by more than $2,000.

TROSCOG's cost estimate for initial production testing is based
on an estimated 2,000 manhours to complete the t-sts at a rate of
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913.80 per hour. Overhead at 122.5 percent of direct labor costt is
also added. All of this totals $61,410. The difference between this
and the $66,000 estimate Wva due to A chasge in rate structure from
the time the original estimate we. made; however, ThOSCOI says that
an allowance for a cost overrun due to teat failures and/or test
facility scheduling would make the $66,000 very reasunabie. TROSCCG
bases the above rates on other tests of similar it*. We find no
legal basis to question the reasonableness of this estimate.

BPI objects to the inclusion of the evaluation factor in the
solicitation and argues that the Armed Services Procurement Qsgula-
tion (ASPR) I 1-1903(a) (iii) (1976 d.), Ohi'h would otherwisa
require inclusion, is inapplicable because it applie, only to
first article testing. However, we have previously recognized that
part 19 of ASPR, entitled "First Article A4proval," defines "first
article" as including both preproduction models and initial production
samples. Libby"Welding Company, Inc., B-136395, February 25, 1977,
77-1 CPD 139. Therefore, we agree with TR*DSCOH that ASPR 1 1-1903(a)
(iii) provides for the evaluation factor and controls its Application
in the presaet case.

BPI alternatively argues that the ASPR 1 1-1903(a)(iii) require-
ments were not met. BPI questions whether a thorough study and
consideration of the pros and cons was made, whether proper criteria
for use of the factor were established whether the estimate is
r:±liatic, and whether the cost estimate is adeqt.atell documented in
the contract file. However, ASPS I 1-903(a) (iii) onl; provides that--

"If the Government is to be responsible for first
article testing, the cost to ihe Government of such
testing shall be * factor in the evaluation of the
bids and proposals to the extent that such cost can
be realistically estimated. This estimate shall be
documented in the contract file and clearly set forth
in the solicitation as a factor which will be con-
sidered in evaluating the bids or proposals."

We believe that the TROSCOK estimate detailed above and set forth in
the IFB as an evaluation factor meets the requirements of the regula-
tion.

TROSCOM's position with respect to not providing a "queen bee"
is that the specifications and drawings are adequate for the procure-
ment without it. The determination of the Governaent's requirements
and the drafting of specifications to meaL those requirements are
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reep ai1ilitien Vested in the procuxing activity. Boston Pneueatics,
Inco, 5-185000, Key 27, 1976, 76-1 CPD 345. Therefore, in the cir-
cuatancces, BrI7 preferecce to work frou a sample provides no legal
basis for nverturning the agency's determination.

BIl'. allegation that a waiver of initial production testing was
improperly Siren to Southwest is a uatter of adminiutrative discretion
to which we trillnot object in the absence of s,clear showing of
arbitrary or capricious conduct. Charles J. Dispenza & Associates,
3-136133, April 27, 1977, 77-1 CPD 264. Attempting to show that
waiver war improper, BPI list. ntaeraus changes in the current IFB from
the 1974 model'produced by Southwest. TROSCOM points out that the
change. in specifications listed by DPI are irrelevant because South-
vst hes worked more ecently under a 1976 contract euuentially
identical to the current Ill upecificetias. BPI allegea that the,
more recent contract /.ould not provide a basis for evaluation for t he
waiver in the preaxtrYIFB because it in unlikely that the more rtoent
product has been tested. BPI points out that Soutlrrist's product
under'the 1976 contract was not tested either as a first article or
under initial prcdiction testing. BPI then questions whether any item
under the 1976 contract has yet been delivered, but TROSCCI informs
us that it has azcepted delivery on the unit, under the 1976 contract
through it. quAlity assurance representative. In that corni-ction,
uection 1-3-f of the IFJ provides for waiver of the requirament \for
initial production testing if an offeror "has previously produced an
essentially identical item." The section does not require the previ-
ously produced item to hive been tested as a first article or under
initial production' testiig. Since an essentially identical product
was produced under the 1976 contract, this justifies TROsCOM's waiver.
Therefore, the waiver has not been clearly shown to be arbitrary or
capricious conduct by TROSC5M.

Concerning BPI'o final argument that Southwest is not a responsible
contractor, this Office does not review protests against affirmative
dei earmintione - of retponsibifity unless either fraud is alleged on
the part of procuring officials or the solicitation contains definitive
respons ibilitybiitafta which allegedly have not been applied. 5e5
Cenerai M altyPirotia, 54 Coip Gen. 66 (1974), 74-2 CPD 64. Although
we will consider protests against determinations of nonresponsibility
to provide asiurance against the arbitrary rejection of bids, affirma-
tive determinations are based in large measure on subjective judgments
which are largely within the discretion of procuring officials who must
suffer any difficulties experienced by reason of the contractor's
inability to perform. Irvin Industries, Inc., B-187849, March 28,
1977, 77-1 CPD 217.
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The protest is accordingly denied.

Deputy Camp troiie eneral
of the United States
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